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ABSTRACT Bacteriorhodopsin contains nine sulfur atoms from the nine methionine residues. The distribution of these sulfur
atoms in the projected density map was determined from x-ray diffraction experiments using multiple wavelength anomalous
diffraction (MAD) at the sulfur K-edge (5.02 Å) with synchrotron radiation. The experiments were performed with uniaxial
samples of oriented purple membranes at room temperature and 86% relative humidity. For such samples only the real part
f  () of the resonant scattering amplitude of sulfur contributes to the observed scattering intensity. The sulfur density was
determined from the difference in diffraction intensities detected at two wavelengths near the sulfur K-edge that were0.004
Å apart. The measured change in f  between these two wavelengths corresponds to 6 electron units. This shows that large
anomalous dispersion effects occur near the sulfur K-edge. The in-plane positions of the sulfur atoms of Met32, Met56, and
Met209 were determined unambiguously. The difference density from Met20, Met60, Met118, and Met145 is concentrated in the
interior of the seven -helical bundle, overlaps strongly in the projected density map, and cannot be resolved at the resolution
of these experiments (8.2 Å). This method of localizing individual sulfur atoms can be applied to other two-dimensional protein
crystals and is promising in conjunction with the site-directed introduction of sulfur atoms by the use of cysteine mutants.
INTRODUCTION
Anomalous dispersion is a powerful method for determining
biological structures, particularly since the advent of tun-
able synchrotron x-ray sources (Rosenbaum et al., 1971;
Helliwell, 1992; Hendrickson, 1991; Fourme and Hendrick-
son, 1990). For technical reasons these applications have
been limited so far to the wavelength region around 1 Å,
where the x-ray absorption is low and experiments can be
performed with diffractometers in air. Sulfur and phospho-
rus are atoms of high biological interest. Unfortunately,
because of their low Z values, the K-edges of S and P are at
5.02 Å and 5.78 Å respectively, i.e., in a wavelength region
with very high absorption, requiring sample and detectors to
be in high vacuum. At 5.0 Å, the penetration depth of
X-rays in air is only 3 cm. To avoid these absorption
problems, methionine was replaced in a number of cases by
selenomethionine, thereby shifting the K-edge down to 0.98
Å, into the accessible x-ray region (Yang et al., 1990;
Hendrickson et al., 1990). Multiple wavelength anomalous
diffraction (MAD) with selenomethionine has become a
routine method in protein crystallography. However, it is
obviously an advantage to be able to work with naturally
occurring sulfur without having to replace it with Se. More-
over, in the case of phosphorus this strategy does not work,
because no biologically active replacement for this element
is available.
The use of anomalous dispersion of sulfur for the struc-
ture determination of proteins was proposed by Herzenberg
and Lau (1967). These authors suggested the use of molyb-
denum L radiation to cover the anomalous region near the
sulfur K-edge. Hendrickson and Teeter (1981) used the
anomalous dispersion of sulfur to solve the structure of the
small protein crambin (46 residues, 6 sulfur atoms). For this
purpose they used the single wavelength of Ni-filtered
Cu-K radiation (1.54 Å), which is far removed from the
absorption edge of sulfur (5.02 Å). The weak residual
anomalous scattering effect of S at 1.54 Å ( f   0.33e and
f   0.56e) was sufficient to determine the phases down to
1.5 Å in this unusual case.
In this study we have determined the sulfur distribution,
projected onto the membrane plane, of the membrane pro-
tein bacteriorhodopsin (bR), using multiple wavelength
anomalous diffraction (MAD) at the sulfur K-edge. This
protein contains nine methionine residues with one sulfur
atom each, three bond lengths removed from the -carbon
of the backbone. BR has no cysteine residues. The positions
of the nine methionine residues in the sequence are indi-
cated in Fig. 1. Within the membrane, the bR molecules are
arranged in a two-dimensional hexagonal lattice of P3 sym-
metry. The unit cell dimension is 62 Å. The structure of bR
was studied by cryoelectron microscopy (Henderson et al.,
1990; Grigorieff et al., 1996) and by neutron diffraction
(Seiff et al., 1985; Heyn et al., 1989; Hauss et al., 1990),
using these natural two-dimensional lattices. A refined
model with an in-plane resolution of 3.5 Å is available
(Grigorieff et al., 1996). Recently, after submission of our
manuscript, a 2.5-Å resolution structure was obtained by
x-ray diffraction with three-dimensional microcrystals (Pe-
bay-Peyroula et al., 1997).
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Our diffraction experiments at the sulfur K-edge were
performed with hydrated oriented purple membrane films.
The diffraction pattern of these uniaxial powder samples is
of the Debye-Scherrer type. The (h, k) and (h, k) reflec-
tions occur at the same scattering angle and therefore cannot
be distinguished. The contribution of anomalous scattering
to the intensity is in this case proportional to f (), the real
part of the sulfur resonant scattering amplitude. Our exper-
iments were therefore performed at two wavelengths, 1 and
2, near the K-edge, which were chosen in such a way that
the difference in the dispersion, f   f (2)  f (1), was
at maximum and the difference in absorption f  was close
to zero. The intensity differences, I(1)  I(2), were then
used together with the phase information available from
cryoelectron microscopy to determine the sulfur positions
by Fourier difference methods. In this way the positions of
the sulfur atoms of Met32, Met56, and Met209 could be
identified directly in the projected density map. The results
are in excellent agreement with the model from cryoelectron
microscopy (Grigorieff et al., 1996). The density peaks of
the sulfur atoms of the remaining six methionines overlap
strongly in the interior of the seven -helical bundle and
cannot be resolved at the limited resolution (8.2 Å) of our
experiment. The calculated density for these six sulfur at-
oms is also in good agreement with the latest available
model structure (Grigorieff et al., 1996).
A major advantage of the MAD method, as applied here
to determine the location of single atoms, is that the differ-
ences in scattered intensities are induced by changing the
wavelength by less than 0.01 Å, so that only one sample is
required. In this way scaling problems are avoided. In
experiments in which single amino acids were localized by
heavy atom labeling (Krebs et al., 1993; Behrens, 1995;
Behrens et al., manuscript submitted for publication), two
samples, a derivatized and an underivatized one, were
needed. With uniaxial two-dimensional membrane crystals
it is virtually impossible to produce identical samples.
Our results show that MAD experiments, performed with
sulfur-containing proteins at 5.02 Å, are feasible and that
valuable structural information can be gained in this way.
The three sulfur positions in the side chains of Met32, Met56,
and Met209 were not previously determined in a direct way.
Additional sulfur atoms can be introduced into a protein
by site-directed mutagenesis with cysteine mutants. The
combination of anomalous dispersion at the sulfur K-edge
with cysteine mutants seems to be particularly promising for
the investigation of structural aspects of membrane proteins
for which often only two-dimensional crystals are available.
Moreover, this method may also be applied to the solution
of the structure of proteins by the use of three-dimensional
crystals. As a regular constituent of proteins, sulfur can
serve as a native anomalous scatterer. Promising results of
FIGURE 1 Primary and secondary structures of bacteriorhodopsin. Boxed regions labeled A to G correspond to the seven transmembrane -helices. The
nine sulfur-containing methionine residues are highlighted and are marked by their residue numbers.
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single crystal diffraction at the sulfur K-edge were recently
reported for trypsin (Stuhrmann et al., 1997).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample preparation
Purple membranes from Halobacterium salinarium were prepared by stan-
dard procedures. Concentrated purple membrane suspension (0.5 mg) in
deionized water was applied to a piece of 4-m Trespaphan foil (Hoechst,
Germany). This drop was allowed to dry for 24 h at 86% relative humidity
in a closed box in the presence of a saturated KCl solution. The resulting
hydrated oriented films covered an area of 4  10 mm2 and had a
thickness of 50 m. In the presence of absorption, the optimal thickness
for scattering is given by 1/(), where () is the absorption coefficient
of the sample at the wavelength . Because of the strong absorption around
5 Å, the optimal thickness of the sample is 50 m. Trespaphan was
chosen because at this energy, the scattering from the foil itself provided
only a homogeneous background. Other support materials, such as mylar,
show distinct reflections (data not shown) that are difficult to separate from
the diffraction of the sample. Polyethylene foils are known to have Debye-
Scherrer diffraction rings that are caused by the stretching of the films
during production (Brown, 1949).
Within the purple membrane, the bR molecules are arranged in a
hexagonal lattice of P3 symmetry with unit cell dimension d  62.4 Å
(Glaeser et al., 1985). In a film, the purple membranes are stacked on top
of each other in a random way, leading to a uniaxial sample with the
average membrane normal perpendicular to the plane of the supporting foil.
The resulting diffraction pattern is thus of the Debye-Scherrer type.
Sample holder
As shown in Fig. 2, the foil with the purple membrane film is separated
from a second 4-m Trespaphan film by an O-ring. A piece of moist tissue
paper inside this volume prevents dehydration of the sample. This sand-
wich assembly is pressed together in a vacuum-tight way between a conical
stainless steel cover plate and an aluminum sample holder plate by four
screws (see Fig. 2). The support plate is mounted on a goniometer and can
be rotated and moved laterally inside the vacuum chamber by stepping
motors. At the highest x-ray intensities employed in these experiments at
5 Å, the first signs of radiation damage (bleaching of the sample) were
already apparent after 20 min at room temperature. The problem of
radiation damage has been discussed (Henderson, 1990).
Synchrotron beamline and dedicated soft
x-ray diffractometer
The experiments were performed at beamline A1 of HASYLAB at DESY
(Hamburg, Germany). This beamline, originating in a bending magnet, was
designed for small-angle x-ray scattering at wavelengths up to 6.9 Å and
has been described in detail (Stuhrmann et al., 1991). The relevant features
of the set-up will be described here only briefly. The monochromator
consists of a combination of two mirrors and a single crystal. A gold-coated
toroidal mirror and a planar quartz mirror serve as premonochromators and
help suppress higher harmonics from the Ge(111) single crystal monochro-
mator. No contamination by third-order harmonics was detected. The
resolution of the monochromator / was 3.2  104. Because a single
monochromator was used, the crystal and the diffractometer assembly (all
in high vacuum) have to be moved in a (, 2) fashion as the wavelength
is varied (Fig. 3). These (, 2) scans are performed with high accuracy by
appropriate stepping motors. To reduce the intensity loss due to the very
high x-ray absorption around 5 Å, the number of windows was minimized
and the complete scattering experiment was performed in a vacuum. Two
slits were mounted after the monochromator and in front of the sample with
areas of 4  4 and 2  4 mm2, respectively. The first one reduced the
scattering background from the monochromator.
The diffraction pattern is detected by four two-dimensional detectors as
described elsewhere (Gabriel, 1977; Boulin et al., 1988). These four
multiwire proportional detectors have an area of 300  300 mm2 each and
are depicted in Fig. 3. The detector (labeled CD) that detects the scattering
in the forward direction is called the central detector. To avoid problems
when the diffraction data from several detectors are merged, the scattered
x-rays were detected only by the central detector (see Fig. 3). This was
achieved by choosing an appropriate sample-to-detector distance.
The intensity of the primary beam was monitored by two ionization
chambers (I1, I2; see Fig. 3). The first one (I1) is situated between the
monochromator and the sample. The second one (I2) is part of the beam
stop. The ratio of the ionization chamber signals, I1/I2, was used to
calculate extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectra. Data
collection and stepping motors were controlled from a VAX 750.
FIGURE 2 Expanded view of sample holder. The purple membrane film
is on the top of the 4-m Trespaphan foil (a) and is surrounded by an
O-ring (b). The sample volume is closed off by a second piece of Tres-
paphan foil on top (c). Inside this volume there is a small piece of moist
tissue paper to prevent dehydration. This sandwich assembly (d) is clamped
by four screws between a conical stainless steel cover ring (e) and an
aluminum sample holder plate ( f ).
FIGURE 3 The soft x-ray diffractometer at beamline A1 of HASYLAB.
The premonochromatized beam transmitted by the focusing double-mirror
system (not shown) is reflected by the single crystal C. The wavelength 
is varied by rotating the crystal and the evacuated camera by  and 2,
respectively, around the common axis. The angles  and 2 are changed in
steps of 0.8 arcseconds and 1.6 arcseconds, respectively, which is better
than required by the energy resolution of the monochromator system. The
beam intensity is monitored by the ionization chambers I1 and I2. The
central detector used in these experiments is labeled CD.
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Data collection
A sulfur powder sample was used to find the K-edge (E  2471 eV,  
5.018 Å) from its EXAFS spectrum. The purple membrane sample was
then mounted and its sulfur K-edge found by using the EXAFS spectrum.
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The (h, k) and (h, k) reflections thus appear on the same ring, and the
observed intensity is I(h, k)  1⁄2[I(h, k)  I(h, k)].
The structure factor F(h, k) for the two-dimensional lattice is the sum of






The contribution from the nonresonant part of the sulfur atomic scattering
factor is included in Fp. Because all chemically equivalent sulfur atoms
have the same resonant atomic scattering factor f  f   if , FL is given
by the product
FL 	 f  if 
F˜L (3)
F˜L is the sum of the phase factors for the sulfur positions. The intensity I(h,
k) is thus given by
I	h, k
 Fp2 2f Fp  F˜L  cos	p	 L

 2f Fp  F˜L  sin	p	 L
 	f 2 f 2
  F˜L2
(4)
p and L are the phases of Fp and F˜L, respectively. In going from (h, k)
to (h, k), the phases p and L change sign. In the observed intensity
I, the average of I(h, k) and I(h, k), the sine term therefore cancels:
I	h, k
 Fp2 2f Fp  F˜L  cos	p	 L

 	f 2 f 2
  F˜L2
(5)
Finally, it can easily be shown that with only nine sulfur atoms in bacte-
riorhodopsin, the quadratic term in  f 2 can be neglected compared to the
linear interference term. Thus only the real part f  contributes to I:
I	h, k, 
 Fp2 2f Fp  F˜L  cos	p	 L
 (6)
Only f  () changes when the wavelength is varied infinitesimally by 0.004
Å near the K-edge. The largest change in I(h, k) with wavelength is thus
expected between the two wavelengths 1 and 2 with the largest f  
f (1)  f (2). To find these optimal wavelengths, f () was obtained
from the EXAFS spectrum. The corresponding dispersion f () was then
calculated from f () by Kramers-Kronig transformation. The best choice
of 1 and 2 was then determined from the f () spectrum (see Results). A
x-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) spectrum was used to locate
1 and 2 accurately. Diffraction patterns of the sample were taken at the
two wavelengths following the sequence (1, 2, 2, 1)n. At each wave-
length, a diffraction pattern was collected for 5 or 10 min. In this way, pairs
of diffraction patterns at 1 and 2 were obtained under conditions that
were as close as possible. This procedure minimizes systematic errors, such
as drift in beam position or wavelength, and the unavoidable continuous
decrease in intensity (storage time 6 h). The detector response was
measured using the isotropic x-ray fluorescence from a powder sample of
sulfur or dithiothreitol.
Data analysis
The two-dimensional diffraction patterns were first corrected for the de-
tector response. Because the normal to the central detector makes an angle
of 11° with the incident beam, the circular Debye-Scherrer rings are
deformed into ellipses on the detector. The detected intensity of the
isotropic fluorescence radiation varies with the scattering angle. The de-
tector response was corrected for this effect. The optimal midpoint and
axial ratio for each ellipse were determined by least-squares curve fitting.
The diffraction intensities were then integrated over a 60° sector of the
ellipse. This procedure was carried out for each 10-min diffraction pattern
separately to correct for small changes in beam direction. A background
subtraction was performed for every one-dimensional integrated diffraction
pattern. The spectra were then normalized by the x-ray intensity. The
intensities for each (1, 2) pair were then subtracted. The diffraction peaks
for the shorter wavelength occur at slightly larger Bragg angles than for the
longer wavelength. Although the energy difference E is only 2 eV (at
E  2470 eV, i.e., 0.1%), this effect is clearly observable and has to be
corrected. Without this correction, the intensity difference for a single
reflection has the shape of the derivative of the line. A scaling factor for the
s axis of the diffraction pattern at one wavelength was chosen such that the
derivative features in the difference intensities disappeared. This happened
when the centers of each of the Gaussian peaks in both spectra occurred at
the same s value. This is a very sensitive and effective correction proce-
dure. The strong and nonoverlapping (1,1) and (2,0) reflections and the
(4,3) reflection were used for this purpose. Scaling factors on the order of
0.994 were required. Part of the data analysis was performed with the
program MADMAN (Huetsch and Kuehnholz, unpublished results).
Twelve difference pairs I(1)  I(2) were collected and corrected in
this way. After all corrections, the data were pooled into one difference
spectrum. A Fourier difference map for the sulfur distribution was then
obtained from these intensity differences in the usual way, using as
coefficients
F	h, k, 1
	 F	h, k, 2
 
I	h, k, 1
	 I	h, k, 2

2 I	h, k, 1

(7)
The phase information and splitting factors were taken over from cryo-
electron microscopy as described (Plo¨hn and Bu¨ldt, 1986; Krebs et al.,
1993). It has been shown experimentally that this procedure is justified and
works very well in the case of bacteriorhodopsin (Seiff et al., 1985; Koch
et al., 1991).
RESULTS
The XANES spectrum of a purple membrane sample near
the K-edge of sulfur (data not shown) was converted into a
f () spectrum using the optical theorem. The f () data
were put on an absolute scale of electron equivalents by
scaling to 0.5 on the low energy side, using the tabulated
values (Cromer and Liberman, 1970). Two absorption peaks
that are10 eV apart are resolved in the f  spectrum of Fig.
4 (top). Purple membranes contain 10 lipid molecules per
bacteriorhodopsin molecule. Of these lipids, 30% are gly-
cosulfolipids with sulfate headgroups (Kates et al., 1982).
XANES measurements on methionine and ammonium sul-
fate showed that the sulfur absorption edges occurred at
2471 and 2480 eV, respectively (Munk, 1988). Based on
these results, the K-edge of 2471 eV can be assigned to the
divalent sulfur of the methionines and the K-edge at 2480
eV to the hexavalent sulfur of the glycosulfolipids. The real
part f () of the sulfur anomalous scattering amplitude,
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obtained from f () by Kramers-Kronig transformation, is
presented in the lower panel of Fig. 4. It is apparent from
Fig. 4 that the energies marked by E1 and E2 are optimal for
the anomalous dispersion experiment on methionine, be-
cause the change in f  between these points is largest, close
to 6 electron equivalents. At the same time, the absorption
f  is almost the same at these energies, so that no absorption
corrections are required. The energy difference between
points one and two is2 eV, corresponding to a wavelength
difference of 0.004 Å. The diffraction patterns at 1 and
2 were measured and corrected as described in Materials
and Methods. Fig. 5 shows the integrated one-dimensional
diffraction patterns at 1 (dashed line) and 2 (solid line)
after 10 min of data collection at each wavelength. These
data form one (1, 2) pair. The data are corrected for
detector response and background. The reflections from the
hexagonal lattice are labeled by the Miller indices (h, k)
below each peak. The diffraction pattern at 1 (dashed line)
is shifted to the right, so that intensity differences can be
recognized more easily. Major intensity differences occur
for the (1, 1), (4, 0), and (4, 3) reflections. Smaller intensity
differences can be clearly discerned for the (2, 0), (2, 2), and
(4, 1) reflections. Both positive and negative changes occur.
The (6, 1) reflection was the highest order observed and
corresponds to a resolution of 8.24 Å. In Fig. 6 the intensity
difference patterns for all 12 (1, 2) pairs are pooled. The
vertical scale is in counts and provides a measure of the
statistics. These intensity differences were then used as
described in Materials and Methods to calculate the Fourier
difference map for the methionine sulfur density. In Fig. 7
the sulfur density is shown in the hexagonal unit cell, which
contains three bR molecules. The density is presented, using
equidistant contour lines ranging from 22% to 89% of the
positive difference density. Five distinct regions of the
density are marked a–e. The outer boundary of the bR
density is outlined by two low-density contour lines (2%
and 7% of the positive density). The approximate positions
of the seven -helices are marked A–G. From the structural
model of bR, it is known that four of the methionine side
chains point to the interior of the -helical bundle (Hender-
son et al., 1990). The sulfur atoms of these methionines
(Met20, Met60, Met118, and Met145) contribute to the two
interior maxima (d) and (e) and cannot be resolved at our
limited resolution (8.2 Å). To help in the assignment of the
three isolated density regions a, b, and c, the positions of the
nine methionine sulfur atoms from the refined cryoelectron
microscopy model (Grigorieff et al., 1996) are indicated in
Fig. 7. The residue numbers are shown in Fig. 8. The seven
sulfur atoms from methionines with well-defined positions
in -helices are marked by a black dot, and the two sulfurs
from the methionines in the BC and EF loops are marked by
a cross (see also Fig. 1). These longer loops are mobile
and/or disordered (Behrens et al., manuscript submitted for
publication; Grigorieff et al., 1996), so that the density from
these atoms is possibly smeared out (see Discussion). The
seven positions (filled circles) with low temperature factors
in the refined model (Grigorieff et al., 1996) fit quite well
with the S distribution obtained. From a comparison be-
tween Figs. 7 and 8, the isolated density regions a, b, and c
can be clearly identified with the sulfur atoms of Met32
(helix A), Met56 (helix B), and Met209 (helix G). For these
three sulfur atoms we obtain in-plane coordinates of (0.081,
0.356), (0.103, 0.100), and (0.406, 0.031), respec-
tively. The positions are expressed here in reduced coordi-
nates, with the origin and x, y directions as indicated in Fig.
7. The two sulfurs from Met20 and Met60 apparently con-
tribute to the density region d of Fig. 7, which has about
twice the density of the isolated regions a and b. Residues
Met118 and Met145 contribute likewise to the density region
e of Fig. 7, which has again about twice the density of one
of the three isolated sulfur atoms. The positions of the sulfur
atoms of Met68 and Met163 (R) are uncertain, because these
residues are in loops for which little or no density was
observed (Behrens et al., manuscript submitted for publica-
tion; Grigorieff et al., 1996) with very high temperature
factors (Grigorieff et al., 1996).
FIGURE 4 Real and imaginary parts of the resonant x-ray scattering
amplitude of purple membranes near the sulfur K-edge. A XANES spec-
trum was first measured and corrected for 3 background. At 100 energy
points the absorption was measured for 1 s. In going from one energy point
to the next, the monochromator stepping motor moved 50 steps. f () was
obtained from the XANES spectrum and put on an absolute scale, using the
tabulated values on the low energy side (Cromer and Liberman, 1970). The
two edges labeled 1 and 3 (at 2471 and 2480 eV) are due to the divalent
sulfur of the methionines of bR and the hexavalent sulfur of the glycosul-
folipids, respectively. f () was obtained from f () by Kramers-Kronig
transformation. The vertical scale is expressed in electron equivalents. The
largest change in f  for the divalent sulfur occurs between the energies
labeled 1 and 2.
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DISCUSSION
We have used multiple wavelength anomalous diffraction
(MAD) at the sulfur K-edge (5.018 Å) to determine the
in-plane positions of the nine sulfur atoms in bacteriorho-
dopsin. The technical problems associated with these ex-
periments, which are mainly due to the very high absorption
at this wavelength, were solved by minimizing the number
of windows in the beam line. At the medium resolution of
our experiments (8.2 Å), the in-plane positions of the three
sulfur atoms of Met32, Met56, and Met209 could be deter-
mined directly for the first time. The four side chains of
Met20, Met60, Met118, and Met145 point to the interior of the
-helical bundle. Their sulfur densities overlap and cannot
be resolved at this resolution in the in-plane density map.
Met32 is in the short AB loop near the end of helix A.
Residues Met68 and Met163 are in the middle of the two long
loops connecting helices BC and EF, respectively. For these
loops only weak density was observed, and the temperature
factors of 350 Å2 were very high (Grigorieff et al., 1996).
This suggests that these residues are part of a highly disor-
dered or mobile loop domain. This is in agreement with a
recent determination of the position of residue 160 in the EF
loop by site-directed heavy-atom labeling (Behrens et al.,
manuscript submitted for publication). These authors ob-
served no extra density for the mutant A160 C labeled with
mercury. It is thus quite likely that, because of the dynamic
and/or static disorder of these longer loops, the contribu-
tions of Met68 and Met163 (crosses in Fig. 7) to the sulfur
map are smeared out. The structure of the BC loop, which
includes Met68, was stated to be quite uncertain (“essential-
ly a guess”; Grigorieff et al., 1996) and is possibly incorrect,
because no density was observed near this region in Fig. 7.
After submission of this manuscript, a three-dimensional
structure at a resolution of 2.5 Å was published (Pebay-
FIGURE 5 Diffraction patterns of the same purple
membrane sample at the wavelengths corresponding to
point 1 (– – –) and point 2 (——) of Fig. 4. Each data set
was collected in 10 min. The two-dimensional diffraction
pattern was integrated and corrected as described in
Materials and Methods. For a better presentation, the
pattern at 1 is displaced slightly to the right.
FIGURE 6 Pooled difference intensities I(1) 
I(2) from 12 (1, 2) pairs.
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Peyroula et al., 1997). The atomic coordinates are not yet
available from the Brookhaven Data Bank, so that a direct
comparison of the sulfur positions is not possible. Compar-
ison with the structural model of Grigorieff et al. (1996),
however, showed a “high degree of similarity in the helical
regions” (Pebay-Peyroula et al., 1997), so that no significant
changes are expected in the positions of the methionines in
the transmembrane part of the structure. This leaves the loop
methionines. No density was observed for residues 157–166
of the EF loop (Pebay-Peyroula et al., 1997), in agreement
with our argument and observation (Behrens et al., manu-
script submitted for publication) that Met163 is in a highly
disordered domain. However, for the AB and BC loops,
ordered structures were obtained that differ substantially
from those obtained by cryoelectron microscopy (Grigorieff
et al., 1996). In particular, the structure of the BC loop is
completely different. It is thus indeed quite likely that the
position of Met68 (cross in Fig. 7 outside the sulfur density)
is incorrect.
In previous MAD work with purple membranes at the
sulfur K-edge (Munk, 1988), anomalous dispersion data
were collected out to the (4, 1) reflection, corresponding to
a resolution of 11.8 Å. At this lower resolution, only the two
larger density maxima labeled d and e in Fig. 7 could be
discerned, in good agreement with our results. The data of
Fig. 6 show that strong anomalous dispersion effects occur
in the higher order (5, 1), (4, 3), and (5, 2) reflections, which
make major contributions to the higher resolution density
map of Fig. 7.
The experiment described here shows that anomalous
dispersion of sulfur at the K-edge can be used for structure
determination. The strong absorption of matter at this en-
ergy poses a major problem. Technical improvements can
help overcome this and other problems and help make such
experiments more practicable. Of utmost importance for
these MAD experiments is high wavelength stability and
sufficient intensity to detect the small intensity differences.
Third-generation synchrotron radiation sources provide
conditions of beam stability and intensity that are signifi-
cantly better than available in our experiments at HASY-
LAB. In particular, the use of wigglers or undulators, as
opposed to the bending magnets used here, will improve the
brilliance by two orders of magnitude. The higher intensity
at 5 Å will allow the use of two-crystal monochromators,
rather than the single-crystal monochromator used here.
Cooling of the crystals will further reduce the wavelength
instability. The higher intensity will also allow the use of
monochromators of higher resolution. In our experiments a
Ge (111) crystal was used. This choice was dictated by the
very high reflecting power of this crystal, which was of
critical importance because of the low beam intensity. A
serious disadvantage of the Ge (111) crystal, however, is its
low resolution / of only 3.2  104. This is only 2.5
times smaller than the difference between the wavelengths
1 and 2 used in our experiments. A significant gain in the
anomalous dispersion signal may thus be expected with
improved resolution by a better monochromator. With
higher beam intensities, this could be achieved by using
crystals of lower reflecting power, such as Si (111) or Si
(220), which have much better resolutions of 1.4  104
and 6.0  105 respectively (Matsushita and Hashizume,
1983). Of these two possibilities, the Si (111) reflection
would be usable at the high wavelength of 5 Å. The radia-
tion damage could be reduced by cooling the sample inside
FIGURE 8 Side chains and in-plane positions of the sulfur atoms (E) of
the nine methionines taken from the refined structural model of Grigorieff
et al. (1996). The seven helices are marked A–G. Their form indicates the
direction and extent of helix tilt.
FIGURE 7 Fourier difference map for the sulfur density of bacteriorho-
dopsin. The isolated density maxima, corresponding to single sulfur atoms,
are labeled a, b, and c. d and e are density maxima to which several
methionines contribute. The outer boundary of the bR density is indicated
by two contour lines. The approximate positions of the seven -helices are
indicated by A–G. There are three bR molecules per unit cell. The origin
and directions of the oblique (x, y) coordinates are as indicated. The
positions of the nine methionine sulfur atoms obtained by cryoelectronmi-
croscopy (Grigorieff et al., 1996) are marked by F (the seven sulfur atoms
in -helices), or by R (the two sulfur atoms in loops).
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the high vacuum system. This would help to improve the
signal in particular for the higher order reflections. The
detection system used here (multiwire proportional
counters) can be further optimized. The detection efficiency
and the lateral resolution can be improved by an appropriate
choice of the gas mixture and an increase in the gas pres-
sure, respectively. Image plates and CCD detectors are also
sensitive to soft x-rays and may lead to better detection
systems. Implementation of these technical improvements
will make MAD measurements at the sulfur K-edge more
practicable in the near future.
One advantage of this MAD method is that only one
sample is required. In this way, scaling problems can be
avoided that occur when data sets from labeled and unla-
beled samples are used. A further advantage is isomor-
phism. Heavy atom labels may introduce a perturbation in
the structure of the protein, particularly when an internal site
is selected. MAD with naturally occurring sulfur circum-
vents this problem. There is perfect isomorphism because
the same crystal is used at several wavelengths. A third
advantage is the small amount of sample required for these
experiments. Here we used 0.5 mg of protein. With even
less material (e.g., 0.2 mg), diffraction data of sufficient
quality could be collected (Behrens, unpublished results).
This is of interest for the class of receptor proteins in which
usually only very small amounts of purified crystalline
material are available.
In this section we discuss the limitations of the method
used in this paper. An intrinsic limitation is the long wave-
length of 5 Å. This has the following consequences: 1)
The resolution is at best 2.5 Å. 2) With sin  proportional to
, expensive detector systems with very large solid angle
are required. 3) The very small penetration depth of 30
m in the condensed phase leads to radiation damage and
large temperature gradients in the sample. The experiments
require high spatial stability of the x-ray beam, which is
only realized at some synchrotrons. The method as pre-
sented here requires that a low-resolution structure already
be available. Phase information and splitting factors for
reflections that overlap in the powder pattern were taken
from cryoelectron microscopy. Given such data, additional
structural information on the position of the sulfur atoms is
obtained from the observed MAD intensity differences.
Fortunately, a considerable number of low-resolution pro-
tein structures are known from cryoelectron microscopy
with 2D protein lattices (Ku¨hlbrandt, 1992; Jap et al., 1992),
so this requirement does not pose a limitation on future
applications. We point out that it is possible to obtain the
required phase information from the MAD data of a powder
pattern (Prandl, 1990).
The method of MAD at the sulfur K-edge with uniaxial
membrane powder samples apparently works, because the
results are in excellent agreement with the model from
cryoelectron microscopy (Grigorieff et al., 1996). It requires
a two-dimensional crystalline protein lattice for which a
low-resolution structure should be available from cryoelec-
tron microscopy. A large number of such systems exist;
these are discussed in two review articles (Jap et al., 1992;
Ku¨hlbrandt, 1992). Many of these systems consist of mem-
brane proteins. It is very difficult to produce three-dimen-
sional crystals of membrane proteins, and most of them are
too large to be solved by high-resolution NMR in solubi-
lized form. Cryoelectron microscopy with two-dimensional
protein crystals is thus often the only method for obtaining
structural information for membrane proteins. Such two-
dimensional crystals are ideally suited for the method de-
scribed in this paper. Among the receptor proteins, rhodop-
sin is a promising example for future applications. For this
protein, 2D crystals and low-resolution structures (6–8 Å)
are available from squid, frog, and cattle (Davies et al.,
1996; Schertler and Hargrave, 1995; Schertler et al., 1993).
Additional sulfur can be introduced at well-defined posi-
tions in the structure by site-directed mutagenesis. Like-
wise, it is possible to delete sulfur. We have recently dem-
onstrated the feasibility of this approach by replacing the
amino acid glutamine at position 105 in the CD loop of
bacteriorhodopsin with cysteine, and determining the posi-
tion of the extra sulfur atom by the methods described in
this paper. This promising result was reported in a prelim-
inary communication (Behrens et al., 1997).
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